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LIEN AND SECURITY AGREEMENT 
 
The undersigned (herein referred to as “the Patient”) authorizes, grants, and recognizes the establishment of a lien in favor of 

TURNINGPOINT MEDICAL GROUP (herein referred to as “the Provider”) for all treatment, services, and procedures to be 
performed for the patient. This Lien and Security Agreement (herein referred to as “the Agreement” and “Lien”) may include, but is 
not limited to, fees and costs arising from evaluation, consultation, imaging, diagnostic testing, facility usage, and other services 
rendered to the Patient. Patient agrees to the following: 
 
1. Financial Responsibility: Patient’s financial obligations to the Provider include, but are not limited to, fees and costs arising from 
evaluation, consultation, imaging, diagnostic testing, facility usage, and other services rendered to the Patient. This financial obligation also extends 
to collection costs, court fees, costs for service of process, past-due interest, and attorney fees incurred by the Provider in connection with 
enforcement of this Agreement. Patient hereby grants Provider all rights to payment from any and all proceeds derived from Patient’s claim or 
claims for personal injury in an amount equal to the Provider’s total final outstanding balance. Patient acknowledges that this Lien is made solely to 
the interests of the Provider and payment of the entire obligated debt is not contingent on any settlement or judgment in favor of the Patient. If 
the Provider begins collection proceedings, the Patient agrees to pay all associated costs connected to those proceedings.  
2. Lien and Security: In consideration for awaiting payment, the Patient grants the Provider a lien for the amount due under Patient’s financial 
obligation to the Provider against, and a security interest in, any claim the Patient may have arising from an incident causing injury. This right is 
granted pursuant to Article 9 of the Colorado Uniform Commercial Code.  
3. Cooperation: Patient agrees to fully cooperate with the Provider in collecting said amounts owed. If the Patient has retained an attorney, the 
Patient hereby authorizes and instructs that attorney to provide updates to the Provider on the progression of all claims and litigation as requested 
by the Provider. The Patient also instructs that attorney to notify the Provider of any settlement or judgment connected with the Patient’s claims. 
The Patient also instructs any attorney to notify the Provider prior to disbursing any settlement funds or moneys received through judgment. This 
shall include the attorney to also disclose amount of settlement upon request of the Provider. The Patient agrees that in the event the Patient or the 
Patient’s attorney receives any funds subject to this Lien, the Patient and / or the Patient’s attorney agree to act as a fiduciary agent to the benefit 
of the Provider. Prior to the disbursement of any funds, the Patient instructs his or her attorney to first contact the Provider to address any 
outstanding balances owed.   
4. Authorization: The Patient instructs and directs the Patient’s attorney to issue payment directly to the Provider prior to disbursing any funds 
to any other entities. The Patient further instructs said attorney to issue payment from any P.I.P. funds or M.P.C. funds directly to the Provider to 
satisfy funds owed under this Lien. Patient hereby assigns the Provider any and all causes of action to the extent of the sums due to the Provider 
are satisfied. The Patient hereby authorizes the Provider to provide consultation notes, records, and medical bills to the Patient’s attorney and to 
any interested insurance carrier connected with this matter to ensure the Provider’s balances are paid in full.  
5. Entire Agreement: This Lien constitutes the final, complete, and exclusive statement of the terms of this Agreement between the Patient 
and the Provider and supersedes all prior agreements. This Agreement contains all the understandings and agreements between those entities. No 
party has been induced to enter into this Agreement. No party is relying on any representation or warranty outside of those expressly contained in 
this Agreement. No supplement, amendment, or modification of this Agreement shall be binding unless it is in writing and signed by the parties.  
6. Enforceability: The law of the State of Colorado shall apply in determining the meaning, effect, and enforceability of this Agreement. Should 
litigation become necessary to enforce the terms of this Agreement, the prevailing party shall be entitled to be reimbursed for any costs, expenses, 
attorney fees, and other reasonable costs incurred during the enforcement of this Agreement.  
7. Severability: If a court or arbitrator with jurisdiction over this matter holds any provision of this Agreement to be invalid, in whole or in part, 
the remaining portions will not be affected, unless the essential purpose of this Agreement would be defeated by the loss of the repugnant term(s).  
8. Acknowledgement: The Patient and the Provider acknowledge the fees paid to medical providers vary depending upon the method of 
payment, and the fees paid by one patient may be higher or lower than the fees paid by another patient due to contractual obligations, 
governmental regulations, or negotiated payment arrangements between the Provider and the payor. Patient and Patient’s attorney acknowledge 
the fact medical providers typically receive more for their services when paid on a lien basis that if they were paid by insurance carries, 
governmental entities such as Medicare or Medicaid, or by the patient at the time of service.  

 
 
By signing below, you acknowledge and agree to all of the terms of this Agreement.   

 
Patient: _________________________________________ Signature: __________________________________ 

SSN: ___________________________________________ Date: _____________________________________ 

Attorney: ________________________________________Signature: __________________________________ 

Name of Firm: ____________________________________Date: _____________________________________ 

Address: __________________________________________________________________________________ 

Phone: __________________________________________ Fax: _____________________________________ 


